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Abstract : For last several decades with the achievement of fast economic development, the electrical fires occu-

pies over 30 percent of total fire incidents almost every year in Korea and not decreased in spite of much times

and efforts. Electrical fire cause diagnostics are to confirm a cause for the fire by examination of fire scene. Cause

diagnosis methods haven’t been systematized yet, because of limits for available information, investigator's biased

knowledge, etc. Therefore, in order to assist the investigators and to find out the exact causes of electrical fires,

required is research for an electrical fire cause diagnosis system using DB, computer programming and some math-

ematical tools. The electrical fire cause diagnosis system has two functions of DB and electrical fire cause diag-

nosis. The cause diagnosis is conducted by a case-based reasoning on a case base and rule-based reasoning on a

rule base. For the diagnosis with high reliability, a mixed reasoning approach of a case-based reasoning and fuzzy

rule-based reasoning has been adopted. The electrical fire cause diagnosis system proposes the electrical fire causes

inferred from the diagnosis processes, and possibility of the causes as well.
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1. Introduction

Electricity is the most common type of energy that

becomes a motive power of life and industry. The elec-

trical power consumption is increasing every year

because of economic growth, improvement of living

levels and requirement of much convenience. Thus elec-

trical devices become more various and complicated.

However, electrical fires take place in spite of a rapid

progress in electricity and development in protective

devices and fire causes severe damage to property and

loss of human life[1-2]. 

The diagnosis of electrical fire causes may be

approached either by studying electric facilities or by

investigating causes using precision instruments at the

fire scenes. However, cause diagnosis methods for elec-

trical fires haven't been systematized yet. The difficulty

of diagnosis is happening because of diagnosis limit for

available information and investigator's biased knowl-

edge. Therefore in order to find out the exact diagnosis

and to diagnose the causes of electrical fire, it is

required to construct the knowledge base that can be

used in reasoning on inference space by fuzzy member-

ship. And it is highly expected that the exact causes of

electrical fires are diagnosed. Therefore, it is necessary

to develop the intelligent system for electrical fire

causes diagnosis using fuzzy logic.

2. Electrical Fire 

An electrical fire investigation is a complex endeavor

involving skill, technology, knowledge, and science. The

compilation of factual data, as well as an analysis of

those facts, should be accomplished objectively and

truthfully. Electrical fire investigation skills remain in a

relatively low stage in view of the fact that the causes

of many fires were not known exactly every year.

Because most structures contain electrical wiring and

electricity can cause a heat, electricity-related causes are

frequently suspected. Some investigations focus on elec-

trical causation for no better reason than suspicion

based on misunderstanding and social situation. 

The National Emergency Management Agency appears

to show that about 30% of fires are ‘electrical’ in ori-

gin. Also the statistics are complied from fire report of

forms that ask for the ‘supposed cause’ to be entered.

Moreover, electrical fire statistics are collected by the

fire investigation reports, which have very low reliabil-*Corresponding author: yijho@naver.com
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ity for the electrical fire causes. Share of electrical fire

of each country shown in Table 1. The investigation is

required a through and systematic examination of the

electrical installations in fire scene. By nature of fire, it

is often impossible to perfectly determine how the fire

investigated and diagnosed. 

A laboratory reconstruction is of particular value to

an electrical fire investigation, but will be resource lim-

ited; All electrical fire incidents are different and all

reconstructions are different and impossible to fully plan

ahead. Therefore, it is an alternative to diagnose the

causes by similar incidents and the DB with rules based

on investigator's knowledge, with full records and doc-

umentation. 

In order to develop the electrical fire cause diagnosis

system with high reliability, the construction of a

knowledge database for inferring the electrical causes

and of inference scheme on the database is important.

A knowledge base using a PC-based DB program is

developed to make electrical fires to be diagnosed eas-

ily and efficiently. For the inference scheme, a mixed

reasoning approach of a case-based reasoning and fuzzy

rule-based reasoning has been adopted. 

3. Knowledge Base for Cause Diagnosis 

The knowledge base consists of a case base and a

rule base. These two bases are combined together to

infer the fire causes with improved accuracy. The

knowledge base for the electrical fire cause diagnosis

system was implemented with entity-relational database

systems using Access 2000, one of DB development

tools under windows environment and Visual Basic 6.0

is used as a DB building tool. The knowledge base

using Entity Relation DB stored, as entities, all fire

attributes from the real fires and fire investigation

reports, etc. Each entity is defined by a set of classified

attributes, and structural relation is composed between

entities and attributes. The entity is saved as a record,

which makes a class(a Table). The base is typically

accessed by several types of query which may require

different sets of attributes. The EFCDS using the

knowledge base identified by the key parameters can

efficiently investigate and diagnose the cause of electri-

cal fires

3.1 A Case base 

A case base is constructed by the collected fire inves-

tigation reports. The case base is designed to match a

newly occurred fire case with the past fire cases stored

in a database by a kind of pattern recognition. The

cause classification model for electrical fire diagnosis in

this paper was newly developed by the comparison of

the classification model of National Fire Protection

Association (NFPA) and one of Japan.

Criteria items, which are based on the raw data

obtained from the fire investigation reports and used as

attributes at a special data storage format called ‘Table’

in Access 2000, were categorized by the elements com-

mon to all electrical fires to characterize them. And

items for the case base construction are classified ; basic

condition, fire scene condition, evidence and fire cause.

A case-based reasoning for cause diagnosis is the pro-

cess of finding cause from the case base as a temporal

solution for reasoning causes of new fires.

3.2 A Rule base 

The rules present the interrelationships between elec-

trical fire causes and evidence collected from fire scene.

The fire investigation reports are surveyed to get the

exact relationship and fire causes and physical evi-

dences. The rule base contains many rules derived from

fire investigation reports, theoretical papers and books,

etc. The classes include fuzzy IF-THEN rules to define

knowledge, and the fuzzy membership based on possi-

bility theory is used for representations of vagueness

and uncertainty. Rules with linguistic terms are used to

describe the relationship between attributes such as fire

signs. The rule base includes inference rules from

expert’s knowledge and fuzzy memberships. However it

is figured out that there are lots of uncertainties which

can have effects on the diagnosis results. To cope with

this problem, it is requisite to introduce a fuzzy infer-

ence architecture as a principle of the electrical fire

cause diagnosis. In rule base, knowledge is represented

by IF-THEN rules in which the antecedent and the con-

sequent involve linguistic variables. A rule-based rea-

soning for cause diagnosis is a process of finding cause

of the new fire from the rule base. Rules for electric

equipment and membership for fuzzy set is shown in

table 2 and 3. 

4. Inference on Knowledge base 

The knowledge base consists of a case-base including

Table 1. Electrical fire possession over countries

Country Korea New Zealand America Taiwan England

Proportion (%) 30.8 4.9 16.4 15.5 3.9

Year 2005 2003 2003 2002 2004
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the real fire cases and a rule-base including intelligent

fuzzy attributes and rules. The case base for the case-

based reasoning in diagnosing electrical fire causes con-

tains many cases of fire investigation reports with doc-

umented experience for fires investigation. The rule

base for the rule-based reasoning for electrical fire

cause diagnosis is composed of a set of ‘If-then’ rules

about 130 derived from the experiences of fire investi-

gators and other experts, knowledge from fire case anal-

ysis, etc.

Knowledge-based reasoning could complete case

searching by adjusting a newly occurred case and a set

of rules for reasonable matches. The inference to con-

firm fire causes is conducted on the knowledge-based DB

by combined approach of a case-based reasoning and a

rule-based reasoning. On the developed knowledge

base, introduced is a combined reasoning of pattern

matching on the case base and fuzzy inference on the

rule base.

In case-based reasoning for electrical fire cause, each

fire case is stored as a record at Table, alongside its

known causes in a relational database, and many records

for fire cases make finally the case base. A diagnosis

using case-based reasoning is a two-stage process; the

new electrical fire to be diagnosed is compared with the

stored fire cases in the case base in order to find the

exactly coincident case or the most similar one. After-

wards comes the adaptation phase, in which the selected

case(s) are diagnosed for the new fire, resulting in fire

cause suitable for the new fire. The schema diagram of

case-based reasoning using the entity relation DB is

depicted in Fig. 1.

In rule-based reasoning, a fuzzy inference engine is

used for deduction reasoning of fuzzy conclusions.

Knowledge is represented by IF-THEN concepts in

which the antecedent and the consequent involve lin-

guistic variables. The antecedent of a rules may be

composed of more than one clause connected by the

fuzzy logical operators AND and OR. IF u is A and v

is B,,,, THEN y is Z, where ‘u is A’ and ‘v is B’ are

linguistic variables of fire signs or physical evidences,

‘y is Z’ is linguistic variables of fire causes. The ante-

cedent part as well as the rules are represented using

fuzzy numbers given by membership functions as val-

ues between 0.0 and 1.0 by singleton function. 

For rule-based access and vague query evaluation,

developed are the new and efficient index structures

capable of dealing with membership data and IF-THEN

rules in the entity relational database. That is, superim-

posed coding, which was proposed for pattern matching

  

 

Table 2. Rules for electric equipment

Rule Code Rules

ER_01
If First melting signs AND Locked door AND Physi-

cal coating damage THEN Short Circuit

ER_02

If Broken spring AND Thermostat terminal melting

AND Broken bimetal terminal AND Carbonization

AND Long time operation THEN Overheat

ER_03

If Locally deep seated combustion AND Carbonization

of organic matter AND Minute melting sign of terminal

THEN Tracking

ER_04

If Confirm electric leakage path between case and

lead wire AND Contact with metal THEN Electric

leakage

ER_05

If Broken terminal and separation of connecting part

AND Red glass crystallization of contact area AND

Switch defect THEN Bad contact

ER_06

If Locked door AND Cable deterioration AND Physi-

cal damage of cable AND Carbonization then Track-

ing

: :

Table 3. Membership for fuzzy set of short circuit in rules

(electric wire)

Code Fire evidences Membership

C_01 Spark sound 0.5

C_02 Melting Signs 0.8

C_03 V-Pattern 0.7

C_04 First Melting Signs 0.9

C_05 Spark Observation 0.7

C_06 Physical Coating Damage 0.6

: : :

Fig. 1. Schema of case-based reasoning.
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retrieval, is a very promising approach for building an

efficient index structure for relation database system. To

infer the fire causes from fire evidences, a fuzzy oper-

ation of Yager’s sum and max-min was adopted. The

cause diagnosis system proposes the electrical fire

causes inferred from the diagnosis process, and possibil-

ity of the causes as well. The schema diagram of rule-

based reasoning using the entity relation databases is

depicted in Fig. 2.

5. Electrical Fire Cause Diagnosis System

The electrical fire causes diagnosis system, which can

be used as DB system for electrical fire cases and as

diagnosis system, were developed using above-men-

tioned knowledge base and Visual Basic computer pro-

gram. Fig. 3 is showed development process of knowledge

base for the EFCDS. The EFCDS provides fire cause

by pattern recognition on the case base, and fire cause

and possibility by fuzzy reasoning on the rule base.

These two combined approach can infer the fire causes

with improved accuracy. 

Fuzzy reasoning on the rule base requires many facts

and fuzzy rules representing the relationship between

fire cause and evidences in fire scene. Facts and fuzzy

rules have reasonable fuzzy membership, which was

implemented with the possibility inferred from various

real fire data, fire investigation reports and expertise.

Fig. 4 is represented schematic diagram for EFCDS

based on fuzzy inference on rule base and pattern rec-

ognition on case base.

The main of EFCDS is shown in Fig. 5 and is con-

sists of ‘Files’(Data Save, Print, Exit), ‘Electrical Fires

Fig. 2. Schema of rule-based reasoning.

Fig. 3. Development Process of the Knowledge Base for

EFCDS

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram for cause diagnosis system based

on fuzzy inference.

Fig. 5. Main window of EFCDS.
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DB’(Case Save, Case Edit, Case Delete, Case Search,

Case Insert, Window in Activity), ‘Causes Diagnosis

Module’(Case Base Reasoning Module and Rule Base

Reasoning Module), ‘Help’(Provides some basic tips for

version of how to use the developed program). Fig. 6 is

shown window for new case addition. Fig. 7 and 8 are

shown cause diagnosis by case-based reasoning and

rule-based reasoning.

6. Results 

In order to evaluate the validity of the developed

diagnosis system various case studies were conducted.

The results showed that the developed system in this

paper can diagnose the cause of electrical fires exactly,

compared to the cause by fire investigator. Fig. 8-11 is

shown diagnosis result of the case study for electrical

wire. Fig. 9 and 10 are shown result of the short circuit

and Fig. 11 and 12 are shown result of the overload.

The developed system can be used by electrical fire

investigator in fire station, which makes the cause diag-

Fig. 6. Window for new case addition.

Fig. 7. Cause diagnosis result by case-based reasoning(electric

wire)

Fig. 8. Result of cause diagnosis by rule-based reasoning(elec-

tric wire)

Fig. 9. Diagnosis Result for the Short Circuit Fire using the

Case Base(Case 1)

Fig. 10. Diagnosis Result for the Short Circuit Fire using the

Rule Base(Case 1)
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nosis task more reasonable and objective. It is expected

that exact diagnosis results are obtained, and electrical

fire statistics with high reliability can be established.

7. Conclusions 

This paper discusses on construction for the electrical

fire cause diagnosis system which combine case-based

reasoning and rule-based reasoning. The knowledge

base is constructed using experiences of fire investiga-

tors and other experts, knowledge from fires analysis,

etc. The developed knowledge base is used for the elec-

trical fire cause diagnosis system by the combined rea-

soning of a case based reasoning and a rule based

reasoning. In order to reason the fire cause on the

knowledge base, adopted is a fuzzy inference scheme

with fuzzy membership based on possibility theory. And

in order to evaluate the validity of the developed diag-

nosis system various case studies were conducted. The

results showed that the developed system can diagnose

the cause of electrical fires exactly, compared to the

cause by fire investigator. The developed EFCDS was

used to diagnosis electrical fires easily and efficiently.

Therefore it is expected that exact diagnosis results are

obtained, and electrical fire statistics with high reliabil-

ity can be established. The developed cause diagnosis

system can be used as educational tools and consultants

for electrical fire investigators and the related workers.

The developed system can be more intelligent, which

means that the system can present more reasonable

diagnosing results, in case that the knowledge base is

updated by continuous researches and financial assis-

tance.
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